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At the last meeting on the 15th February we started the      
meeting with a presentation from LYPFT about their 
training around Sharing Lived Experience.  A summary 
of this can be found on pages 2, 3 & 4. 

We then had a look at the CPA standards to check       
everyone was happy with them, these were signed off 
and have been sent out for everyone to use. This is on 
pages 5, 6 & 7. 

After lunch we heard from the commissioning team 
about all of the service review work that is taking place. 
We also did some group work looking at a new step down protocol that is being developed about 
what needs to be in place for people stepping down from Medium to Low secure. This is on pages 
9, 10 & 11.  We had our usual fun team building activity this time facilitated by Waterloo Manor 
and a few photos from this are on page 12. 

We then had a break and finished the meeting with the new Just Vote Clikka Pads! These are a 
new anonymous voting system where the results come up on the screen in real time, we plan to 
have lots of fun with these in up coming meetings! 

Finally our usual agenda item of the Round Robin can be found on pages 14, 15 and 16 

Thanks for all your hard work! 

Full presentations are now sent out separately so please check your email 
for these, or ask a member of  staff  to print a copy out if  you would like to see 
these in full :-) 
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Sharing Lived Experience Project Group 
– February 2018

Sally Rawcliffe-Foo & Samantha Ware

Acknowledgement to Jonny Lovell, PhD Student, University of York, 
March 2017

Sharing Lived Experience 
in Practice

Developing a Training Tool from the ‘Sharing Lived Experience’ research - From the moment 

we met Jonny to get the feedback from his research we included our service users, bring      

together a project group to convert the findings into something we can share across our 

Trust.  

That initial feedback was quite intense with Jonny presenting a number of theories and     

models to support the findings taken from forensic mental health services both in England 

and Australia, however the essence was that people did find sharing experiences helpful and 

service users found sharing mental health experiences helpful.  

There were lots of caveats, circumstances, contexts, etc. to be brought into consideration and 

these formed the headings for the decision framework as we certainly did not wish to be    

advocating ‘baring your soul’ but a measured and considered understanding of how sharing    

experiences can enhance the   therapeutic relationship and on occasions this may also      

include sharing mental health experiences, either personally or indirectly and related to 

someone close to you.  

The training comprises of a pre- training rating scale and then includes alternating examples 

of the   research evidence with group work comprising of a section on myth busting and       

another on   a range of scenarios designed to facilitate discussions and challenge our current 

thinking with the aim to make sense of where sharing lived experiences can be helpful in our 

work and what may constitute a boundary violation. The decision framework guides you 

through the considerations before sharing and overarchingly promotes the use of supervision 

as a mechanism to discuss any thoughts of sharing and the impact this may have both now 

and possibly in the future.   

The training tool for delivery to staff across our Trust takes approximately 3 ½ hours but a 

shorter and compact version is delivered to students within the Recovery College prospectus. 

The research and the subsequent development of the Training tool has been presented to 

our Trusts Research Conference on 9th November 2017, the 5th Health & Justice Summit on 

26th November 2017, our Trust Board on 1st February 2018, the Yorkshire & Humber        

Network on 15th February 2018 and will be presented to Releasing potential: Higher            

Education sector’s contribution to adult and young people’s mental health at the University of 

York St John in June 2018. The initiative has been entered for Trust award and  6 training 

events have been identified throughout 2018 for staff to attend.  

We are happy to share our training pack with you  please feel free to email Sally or Samantha 

at sally.rawcliffe-foo@nhs.net and samantha.ware@nhs.net  
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Sharing Lived Experience 

Mental health problems  

Experiences – problems 

Likes/dislikes. Hobbies 

Family life 

Circumstances 

Staff sharing difficulties – healthy food 

Sharing of mental health problems (anxiety) – makes you feel like you’re 

not on your own. 

Horse racing – shared interest, led to a meaningful activity. 

Sharing of films – discussing new films and interests. 

Sometimes if you have shared something with a patient it does get picked 

up on by supervisors and you can get in trouble, however what you feel is 

appropriate to share can be different to what others thing, (better     

training could be useful). 

People disclosing what 

winds them up. i.e. loud 

ward. 

Lose a friend or partner 

Staff have previous mental health. 

Staff sharing their own problems.  

Day to day experience to normalise situations, e.g. anxiety. Supporting 

through discharge process and share experiences of moving out from   

parents. Bereavement experiences.  

A member of staff disclosed that mental 

health nurses have used the service.   

It made me feel better knowing it can 

happen to anyone. 

Patient disclosing index offence to 

other patients.  Had a negative impact 

on fellow peers.  

Sharing experiences that have been similar to mine – over sharing 

Asking questions (not too in depth) that help you get to know that          

person/having conversations. 

Staff sharing their mental health experiences – after felt pressure if it 

was ok to share. Benefits—normalising and outweigh the pressure. 

Helpful to know we are all human. 
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Is more guidance than ‘can this person be safely managed in low secure?’ needed? 

Define significant incidents – violence?  Seclusion?  Restraint?   

If someone is incident free for 3 – 6 months, should they be ‘skipping’ low secure? 

Apart from additional ‘security features’, what specialist treatment is there that can’t 

be accessed in lesser security? 

Difficult to create a service user version, as people would want concrete what they 

need to do to move on – individualise 

Kept informed. 

Escorted/unescorted leave. 

Engaging with clinical team. 

Medium secure service being in contact with low secure early in the step down 
process. 

Doing work to prepare for moving on. 

Creative leaflet – with colour, pictures, easy read version 

Improvement – risks on paper can sound negative.  Add in protective factors. 

Treatment goals. 

What to expect from a low secure service, e.g. restrictions 

Instead of ‘insight’ using terms such as ‘understanding’ 

No jargon 

Leaflet is generalised – must be open to individual care pathways 

Make clear don’t always have to meet all points 

How person feels about possible move – who can talk to – must be involved in 
process 

Info about service they might be going to 

Step down 
protocol - 

our 
thoughts 
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Risk factors – risk too high – even in absence of incidents 

Meaningful activities – important to keep occupied and mind off 

mental health  

Service user version – use of animation – forensic standards of 

OT 

Simple – less jargon 

Education around MSU and LSU 

Goals to achieving step down 

It’s a good basic framework with 8 simple points for patients to work   

towards which have sub headings within them.  

Service user version  

Less wordy and much more simple language – No Jargon! 

Bullet pointed goal steps for patients to personalise 

Could be written like a care plan/assessment 

Pictures/more colourful 

Makaton/Braille version 

Videos/animations 

IT passport like e-learning? 

Newsletter 

Professional version to sit inside policy. 

Enough detail 

Progress onto continuing care does this exist in every        
service? 

Scope for expanding document to include within MSU       
admissions. 

What needs to be included in a service user version -        
simplified/accessible language  
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Cheswold Park 

Smart TV & internet access on wards 

Mind Charity Event – staff and patients as a collective lose 1000lb then Cheswold will do-
nate £1000 to MIND 

No blanket restrictions on search after leave 

Recovery College – interview skills workshops (patients on interview panel) 

Internal unsupervised  movement policy being finalised 

Skype visits 

Restrictive Practise meetings (staff and patients) are reviewing patient driving policies in 
abundance 

Sci-fi Social Group 

Garrow House 

 1:1 support 

 Group activities - walking group, baking, relaxation, music group 

CAT Group 

DBT Group 

Involvement in recovery plans and risk assessments 

Healthy Living Group 

Holidays to Redmire (log cabin) 

Fortnightly Creative Music Group 

Peer relationships – peer support group 

Social meal 

Volunteer work– setting up charity shop 

Saturday brunch 

Snoozelan room (sensory) 

College Courses 

Film Club 

Staff are brilliant 

Out and about  

Staff Psychology  

Just amazing  

Monthly theme days  

New OT  

Saturday brunch 

Group Work—Round Robin 
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Moorland View 

Get me out of here at 2 

Recovery College 

Men’s Talking Group 

DIY Group in production 

Produce paper on length of stay at MV 

Power of MDT working 

Transition / Therapy Team 

Carer pack produced 

Identify areas for community working 

STP working on capacity 

Develop an MDT processing 

Pre-admission Assessment 

Transition between wards assessment 

Café pilot at LMH 

Bought new gym equipment 

Planning LYNFEST III 

Bretton Centre 

Two weeks of Christmas activities – a break from 
therapy sessions 

New Recovery College Spring Term – Art, Craft, 
Jewellery making 

NEW OT Activity Planner (walking groups, leisure 
group) 

Group Work—Round Robin 
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Bradley Woodlands Low Secure 

2 x new OTAs 

Valentine’s Day Pizza Day 

Christmas Panto 

Launching Mission Fit 

New OT programme 

Revamped MDT agenda 

Pancake Heaven 

RAID Training for staff 

New company 

Building work 

Revamp of Hospital in April 

Stockton Hall 

Recovery College spring term launched 
and going well 

Christmas Carers Event for over 100 car-
ers and patients 

New Involvement Strategy 

Merging shop and café 

Humber Centre 

Welcome Pack being developed 

Information DVD being developed 

Refurbishments currently being planned 

Re-launched Carers Support Group 

Funding secured for new gym equipment 

Waterloo Manor 

Cyclathon – 18 hours non-stop (WLM to London) 

Increased animal therapy 

Safewards has begun 

Getting to know me books 

Growth tree in visitors area 

Photo board 

Art Gallery (Gallery 1) 

Pancake Day – sweet v savoury debate 

Hey Ocarina! 

Pond building 

Shortlisted for NSUA Finals 

‘Owl Stand By You’ 

Wizarding World of Waterloo 

RE-launch of DBT 

More OTs, new team, new programme (ice skat-
ing, dance, healthy living, tea party) 

 Newton Lodge 

Takeaways 

Christmas Meal 

Family / Carers involvement walk (March) 

Volunteering roles 

Terms of reference for community meet-
ings 

Theatre Group Performance 
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Calendar of  

Involvement Events 

for 2018 at Sandal  
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Goodbye for now!  

But we’ll …….. 
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